Sorption kinetics of strontium in porous hydrous ferric oxide aggregates II. Comparison of experimental results and model predictions.
In a previous paper, we introduced the Donnan diffusion model to describe cation diffusion into microporous solids with variably charged surfaces, such as hydrous ferric oxides (HFO). Here, we present experiments investigating slow diffusion and sorption of strontium by HFO aggregates with well-characterized porosity. Adsorption of protons and strontium at the HFO surface was evaluated by acid-base titration and batch adsorption experiments with dispersed HFO. The experimental data were fitted with a 1-pK basic Stern model including surface ion pair formation of Na(+) and NO(3)(-) and charge distribution for Sr surface complexes. Sorption-diffusion experiments were conducted in flow-through columns at controlled flow rates and at two different pH values, pH 4 and 7. Wet HFO aggregates, which were synthesized using a freezing and thawing method, were packed into chromatographic columns, pre-equilibrated to reach a constant pH, and then Sr breakthrough curves for adsorption and desorption of Sr were recorded. Strong retardation of Sr indicated that diffusion was sufficiently fast in a fraction of pores, so that sorption sites in these pores were rapidly accessible. Based on the analysis of NaNO(3) breakthrough curves, this rapidly accessible pore fraction was estimated to be 37% of the total aggregate pore volume at pH 4.0 and 72% at pH 7.0, respectively. Taking this into account, the Donnan diffusion model gave a good description of the experimental Sr breakthrough curves. Cation exclusion was correctly predicted at pH 4.0. At pH 7, the strong tailing of Sr breakthrough curves due to Sr diffusion into the smallest pores was very well simulated. The Donnan diffusion model proved adequate for pore sizes between approximately 2 and 5 nm, depending on pH and ionic strength. This category of pores was dominant in the HFO aggregates used in this work.